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Since the turn of this century, there has been a surge of scholarly energies given over to rethinking theological education in a wide range of directions. Indeed, expansions on the singular model of the residential seminary have been explored with sustained energy for a large part of the last thirty years to the degree that there is now a good body of experience to reflect upon how well satellite campuses, new degree or certificate programs, and distance learning coupled with intensive residential sessions have thrived.1 A wide range of cases have been made for ways that theological education might refocus its pedagogical attention: online instruction;2 engagement of the local church as an authentic partner in theological education;3 project-based learning;4 outcome-based pedagogies;5 and moves to incorporate more contextually applied skills into curricula such as organizational leadership, conflict resolution, and personal growth.6 Through these developments, leaders of institutions of theological
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education have continued to work in creative ways to balance the needs of the academy with the needs of communities of faith, and those of the public square.\textsuperscript{7}

Yet, for all of this innovation it can be argued that many current institutional practices in the global north have their feet planted on two sides of history at once. On the one hand, the residential seminary and its Master of Divinity program (or its equivalents) still hold sway as the “gold standards.” On the other hand, with each move made to expand the frame of reference for theological education, what has commonly been understood to constitute such an education is reinscribed. The extent to which theological education can successfully split the difference remains an open question. In this essay, I seek to probe this open question by exploring a possible realignment of theological education around three pivotal concepts: place, power, and people.

\textit{Place}

Despite the considerable longevity of many institutions of theological education, it has been argued that such entities remain somewhat hidden from the landscape of public life.\textsuperscript{8} The traditional mode of Anglican formation for ordained ministry, for instance, has been the cloistered residential setting. Such settings have not been particularly effective in operating porous boundaries between the world and the institution inside the seminary walls, somewhat insulating students from the life of the world beyond. It is hardly surprising that leaders of such institutions voice concern that theological education needs to be more culturally literate in a globalized society.\textsuperscript{9} It is also unsurprising that when such a model of formation for ordained ministry is exported abroad, bodies like the Anglican Primates Working Party on Theological Education name a concern over “inadequate engagement with contemporary thinking, culture, and society” in current theological education across the Anglican Communion.\textsuperscript{10}
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Place matters. The kind of space for engagement with the world that future leaders of churches are formed within, matters. David Pfrimmer has made the case that theological schools need to engage a diversity of “publics” in civic life.\textsuperscript{11} Yet how might places for theological education that have developed largely in intentional isolation become spaces for commonality with wider society? And how might a culture of formation for ministry be nurtured that recognizes and values that commonality? Various answers to this challenge of opening up the space for theological education to the world beyond have been made. With regards to curriculum, the Scandinavian Academy of Leadership and Theology (SALT) project has sought to develop a maximal level of interaction between academy and congregation via an integrated curriculum, based on problem solving–styled learning and assessments wherein students are examined in their application of knowledge to one concrete congregationally-situated scenario.\textsuperscript{12} Along a similar vein, Robin Steinke has argued for a recasting of theological education to be seen as an apprenticeship that intentionally integrates study and life in the world.\textsuperscript{13} Franklin Granger has offered a specific model for such an integration through a “Congregational Engagement” approach to curriculum, drawing from the Community Engagement model of education from the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (CFAT) that promotes a two-way interaction between the academy and the local community.\textsuperscript{14}

Developments such as these may strengthen the relationships between church and seminary in a number of lively and life-giving ways, a need that has been stated by numerous scholars over the past decade.\textsuperscript{15} Yet, it is not as clear how much the public place of institutions of theological education will be impacted by such curricular advances other than to locate ministers in formation less opaquely in
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the world. A more incisive development that has been suggested is for faculty of institutions of theological education to have a more public role in society. There has been encouragement for scholars in such institutions to voice views with regards to justice, equal opportunity, and matters concerning the common good.\textsuperscript{16}

To envision theological education as taking place in a more open space where boundaries begin to dissolve is to imagine the seminary less as a place for preparation for service in the world and more as a space for gathering that world within institutions of theological education. Len Hjalmarson’s vision for such a place for theological education is presented as a hybrid of the Celtic monastery and the Indian ashram.\textsuperscript{17} Unlike the cloistered community, the Celtic monastery is a space that is open to the public and often built at major crossroads; in emphasizing hospitality, it exists at the confluence of secular and Christian culture. The ashram is similarly located “in the world,” without fences and open to all.\textsuperscript{18} Indeed, Kraig Klaudt has argued that for the ashram, being in the world “is inseparable from the world being with us.”\textsuperscript{19} Yet, it is not merely the ashram’s open hospitality that enables it to have a spaciousness for the world, it is also its appreciation of the teaching relationship. Tagore, in founding the ashram Shanti Niketan outside of Kolkata, subverted the distinction between teacher and learner, stating that all are learners together. Such a vision is much like Henri Nouwen’s notion of the teaching space as a space where “students and teachers can enter into a fearless communication with each other and allow their respective life experiences to be their primary and most valuable source of growth and maturation. It asks for a mutual trust in which those who teach and those who want to learn can become present to each other.”\textsuperscript{20}

What these visions suggest is a recasting of the Victorian seminary space in favor of theological education that intentionally hybridizes the life of church and world into a “Third Space” of formation, relational encounter, and communal gathering. Drawing from the
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work of Homi Bhabha and the wider world of postcolonial theory, to see the encounters we have with one another as taking place in a Third Space is to recast what it means to be in relationship with “the other.” Daniel Aleshire has argued that theological education needs to ready ministers to be able to deal seriously with questions people have about the “religious other.” Postcolonial theory extends this sentiment to suggest that ministers need to be formed within spaces that are characterized by the integration of the life of “the other” into daily life.

Such Third Space encounters are integrative in the formation of those who relate within them through the operation of what postcolonial thinkers call “hybridity,” understood as the “interdependence of persons in the dialogical relational encounter and the mutual construction of their subjectivities.” As these encounters occur they leave a “resistant trace,” a “stain” of the subject being encountered. In other words, encounters in Third Space hybridize those who encounter within it such that each leaves the relational encounter with a little of the irreducible particularity of “the other.”

To apply these concepts to practical realities, the concern voiced that ministers in formation need to be more culturally literate in a globalized society could be met with the opening up of places that host theological education to a polyphony of partners in that formation. Such partners might include leaders and practitioners of other faiths; people representative of issues pertaining to specific globalized identity-issues such as ethnicity, gender, socio-economic inequalities, and sexual orientation; local community leaders; local community users of seminary spaces for community gardens, community organizing, advocacy groups, support groups, and so on. Institutions of theological education could also integrate into curricula and formative experiences the engagement of students in local civic issues and invite the community into the seminary space through a diversity of classes for seminarians and community members alike.

The possibilities for authentic partnering with the local context in the creation of a Third Space for learning and formation are endless.
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Such places of formation could indeed emulate the Celtic monastery/ashram space for community that situates itself at the crossroads of contemporary life in an intentionally non-cloistered manner. Seminaries would no longer be places set apart from local contexts but communities placed within local communities. Yet, for all of the possibilities for a polyphonic formation for ministry such places of theological education might open up, the real work of such integration in the learning experience of ministerial formation will not occur unless the role of power in our global culture is appreciated and responded to.

**Power**

It is only by contextualizing the lived experiences of those “on the margins” that theological students and their teachers can begin to problematize the information with which they are confronted, by asking critical questions and by challenging simple answers to what are always complex and highly politicized issues (especially those having to do with economic injustice, educational failure, political disenfranchisement, and so on).25

What might it mean for students of institutions of theological education in the global north to develop a robust critical consciousness of and within the power dynamics of the global village? Put another way, how might theological education “rigorously focus on the impossible work of empathy”?26 Empathy, here, might be understood as the attempt to dissolve “those pernicious binaries of church and state, public and private, and culture and religion, saturated as they are with race, class, and gender exclusivist logics,”27 and to immerse oneself in the world of the other in an attempt to avoid the binarism that created the polarities of society in the first place.

Jenny Te Paa has made the case for such an approach as “bicultural theological education” that is committed to “seeing the world and its multiple concerns from more than one viewpoint,” such that students do not shrink “from exposing the global forces at work to
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suppress, limit, and even remove the life chances of the weakest or most vulnerable among us.”28 Indeed, for Anglicans, as members of a worldwide Communion, there cannot be the hope in the global north to have authentic and life-giving relationship with the multiplicity of identities in the global south until such a bi- or indeed multicultural critical consciousness is valued and nurtured in the future leaders of churches of both hemispheres of the globe.

To cultivate such a critical consciousness might require the discovery of a vocation of “disruption.” Again, to draw from postcolonial theory, the praxis of hybridity might be seen as a strategically potent tool for such ministerial formation that takes the form of the “negotiation in between polarities of power, exposing and exploiting the space that difference opens up.”29 This work might be seen as a vocation of disruption that questions and opens up assumptions of hegemonic and homogenous ideologies taking place between the polarities of gender, economic status, ethnicity, sexual orientation, political alignment, and so on.

Yet, not only is the development of a critical consciousness in relation to power dynamics essential for church leaders, a critical theological consciousness is equally essential. Susan Abraham has characterized theological production “as a site tainted by power differentials.”30 It could be argued further that without an awareness of the role of power differentials in the production of theological claims the church is in danger of colluding with the very disenfranchising powers that it seeks to critique and resist. However, if the development of such a theological critical consciousness is seen as essential to the lifelong formation of the ministers of the church, then it is possible to see a future church where such ministers could offer a gradual rearticulation of their inherited theological tradition and offer a power-aware critique of the same. In other words, the minister as postcolonial practitioner–theologian might then be seen as a participant in an unending renegotiation that sees the teaching of the church as a continual work in progress rather than a fixed and stable tradition.

It might well be the case, here, that fellow Anglicans reading this essay will be thinking that Anglicanism already has inherent within its culture and polity a considerable room for interpretative difference.
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Indeed, a via media can only truly be a middle space for theologizing if there is a spaciousness retained within that middle for enough sides of the theological coin to be represented. Yet, as something of a hypothetical counter to such a celebratory claim for Anglicanism, it can equally be argued that the supposed spaciousness of the Anglican Communion today is severely attenuated by either an easy reconciliation of difference or, in contradiction to the via media, a strident opposition to it. For instance, I would contend that the apparent ease by which constituents of the global Communion have ruptured relationship with one another over issues of human sexuality and theological and ecclesiastical authority is symptomatic of a web of relationships in Anglicanism that has become conditioned to the profound impatience for quick resolution that in so many ways characterizes the psyche of a consumer society.

One advantage of postcolonial theory as a dialogue partner for the conversation about the future of theological education is that it does not invite easy reconciliation. Within the praxis of postcolonial power, the work of living into critically conscious relationships occurs by incremental and slight alterations to hegemonic discourse. Indeed, Homi Bhabha has argued that such slight alterations are “often the most significant elements in a process of subversion and transformation.”31 Such slight alterations occur on an ongoing basis, such that reconciliation is seen as a lifelong endeavor rather than an achievable goal in the short term.

How, then, might a more subtle via media, a more power-aware space for difference be cultivated in the praxis of theological education? It turns out that current thinking about the future of theological education offers some shoots of hope in that direction which in themselves might be seen as slight yet potentially deeply transformational alterations to current practices, particularly in the global north. For instance, those leaders in education who are responsible for shaping the culture of institutions of theological education have been encouraged to cultivate “a space where people can express their fears and anxieties about change and leadership.”32 Indeed, it has been argued
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that ministers in formation and the church they are being prepared to serve are in real need of embracing an openness to talk about failure.33

In terms of pedagogy, one of the more recent possibilities for such a culture of difference is in the ever-burgeoning technologies of the digital age. Dan Ulrich has argued that one of the benefits of the integrated use of technology in instruction alongside face-to-face learning is the dispersion of power that the online classroom enables, where students may take the conversation in unanticipated directions often more freely than they can in person. Moreover, the online classroom space is particularly encouraging for more introverted students to play a greater role in classroom discussion.34 Online learning is also seen to improve access for people whose circumstances do not allow them to attend traditional theological schools, whether for reasons to do with economic status, geographical location, linguistic barriers, or something else.35

If place and power are both pivotal concepts to ponder in this era of rethinking theological education, then a third “p”—people—completes this essay’s triangle by raising one of the most fundamental questions the future of theological education faces: whom is theological education for?

People

Speaking from a Scandinavian context for church life, Roland Spjuth has contended that in a secular society theology is no longer understood as a holistic interpretation of life. Consequently, the church is seen as concerned with something other than economics, social issues, or politics, and more as a fellowship of people who deal solely with spiritual matters.36 The church, thus, becomes disembodied from its context and from the lived reality of individual and corporate life, seen to be a retreat from the world offering tools for spiritual survival in a secular society, or a hobby or club for the religiously inclined.37
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If such a pattern of secularization is one that might reasonably be expected to become increasingly common across the global north, then the question of whom theological education is for must be brought into sharper relief. For a couple of centuries, theological education for ministry has invested financially and culturally in a model that places a massively disproportionate amount of resources into the individual, soon-to-be-ordained minister. The implication of this model is that the goal of theological education is to fit individuals for the life of ordained ministry because this best serves the mission of the church.

However, if the *raison d'être* of theological education in the church is to best fit it for its current missional situation, then it can be argued that increasingly secular societies will require a much more diversified use of resources. In this vein, if the future vitality of the church is to become the work of lay and ordained leaders, then this will need to be reflected in the priorities of theological education, such that institutions of learning might open up their resources to the body of the church much more effectively. Such a shift in the practice and culture of theological education may require what Pfrimmer envisions of ministry as an “active accompaniment with theological learning built more on collaboration and less on individual competition.”

Building upon this notion of the mutual “active accompaniment” of the ministry of the church and theological education, how might it look to reimagine the scope of theological education even further, not only to be of service to the lay and ordained leaders of the church but to be of direct service to the public at large? That is, what might it be like to imagine centers of theological scholarship and learning as open source spaces for learning and growth for any who may wish to explore theological questions? Such questions for theological education are resonant with the missional church movement that seeks to free church ministry from anxiety about institutional survival or longevity because the paradigm of “build it and they will come”—for so long the attractional model of mission that Pfrimmer argues has been as true of seminaries as it has been of churches—is replaced by an.
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outward-moving paradigm where the church goes into the world to join the Spirit’s work already being done there.

To explore this possibility of a more open source and missional form of theological education, I offer the first steps of one such missional model from my own corner of the Anglican Communion in the Episcopal Diocese of San Diego, California. Through the course of the past several years conversation has been bubbling up in the diocese that expressed hopes that we might develop local opportunities for theological education suited as best they could be to the context for mission that Anglicanism in this part of the world is situated within, a context that in many ways is of a “borderland.” Geographically located on the border of Mexico, San Diego is in itself a liminal space, for despite the stringency of border controls, everyday life in the city integrates a range of people making their way to and from the south. Yet this integration on the northern side of the border is limited by the realities of economic disparity between San Diego and Tijuana. From a postcolonial perspective, life set along a somewhat porous border hybridizes relational encounters as the traces of the profound power differentials that exist between north and south remain, undercutting the tall tale of happy coexistence in the global village. Indeed, every gardener, cleaner, and construction worker—whether documented or not—who makes their way daily from south to north is a reminder to the Episcopal Church in San Diego of its baptismal mission to strive for justice and peace among all people.

Ministry within a borderland as a motif for mission is also paradigmatic of the economic disparities of the area. On the one hand, San Diego is home to ocean-view multimillion-dollar properties, and a large professional class that has come from other places across the United States. On the other hand, for the size of the overall population, San Diego has a disproportionally large homeless population, found by HUD (Department of Housing and Urban Development) to be one of five cities in the U.S. that account for twenty percent of the homeless people in the nation.40

In pondering the place for a new institution for theological education in the diocese, these considerations of how theological education might be situated within such a borderland played a pivotal role
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in the formation of a new diocesan “School for Ministry” that was launched in the fall of 2013. The location that was chosen was in itself a hybridized space. The campus of the School for Ministry is housed within what is called the Episcopal Church Center on the property of a former Episcopal church whose congregation had split from the diocese a few years before. On the site today, a remnant congregation still gathers and in the same space new liturgical expressions are explored in a diocesan “worship studio,” and thus the trace of the previous iteration of mission exists as new forms of church emerge around it. The place then is split between the past and the future. At the same time, the economic disparities of San Diego are writ large right on the sidewalk directly in front of the School for Ministry’s classroom space, with a sizeable local homeless and impoverished population gathering daily to engage the service ministries the Episcopal Church Center provides. In many ways, then, the School for Ministry is placed at a crossroads, in a borderland space for formation. Church past and future, people housed and homeless, each negotiate the power differentials that exist between one and the other. This is not a classroom set apart; it is juxtaposed at the street corner where poverty is not only visible but being engaged, as formation for ministries of service and the praxis of ministries of service occur simultaneously.

The “people” of the School coalesce around a model of a community of learning. The faculty is drawn from lay and ordained educators from across the diocese in a team-teaching approach that even in its first year has gathered over twenty teaching faculty to the School. Faculty, who are paid honorariums rather than salaries, are seen as a community within the wider diocesan community who offer their services to the School as part of their gift of service to the church. Such a model has enabled an expansion of the answer offered to the question of whom theological education is for from the perspective of teaching, as those who teach have found their own practice of ministry in the diocese beyond to be enriched and informed by their encounters in the classroom. The School’s pedagogical model sees the faculty member as a facilitator of the learning journey, co-navigating with students a shared space of intellectual encounter where theological difference is negotiated and students are formed not to master a knowledge-base as much as to cultivate the critical skills of a practitioner–theologian.

The student body currently comprises deacon and priest postulants who seek to live out their ordained life bi-vocationally. Alongside
them are individuals from across the diocese who are seeking to ex-
pand their own theological horizons either for the purpose of en-
riching their own ministries or for the sake of their own intellectual
growth. Accessibility to the School for Ministry is maintained by a low
fee structure, with provision for subsidized fees for individuals who
cannot afford to pay as much. Beyond this, accessibility to learning is
made possible by the fact that all course materials are freely available
online.

Beyond faculty and students, an engagement with the wider pub-
lic is sought out in a number of ways. Summer field placements for
postulants situate learning in ministry settings that intentionally bring
intellectual and spiritual formation into dialogue with issues of justice
with regards to local refugee, mentally ill, homeless, and incarcerated
populations. And beyond individuals preparing for ordained minis-
try, the School offers opportunities for theological education that
reach out beyond the confines of categories of learning prescribed
by ordination requirements and speak to the curiosity for theologi-
cal questions that abound in the general public. Local coffee shops,
online forums, and community focal points are seen as partners in an
attempt to connect the School’s community of learning to the local
wider communities of San Diego.

Because the School has no significant overheads with no facili-
ties of its own to maintain, and because it operates as a community of
learning rather than within an institutional model with tenured fac-
culty, the freedom to explore the questions of whom theological learn-
ing might be for and with is significant. Moreover, the adaptability of
this model allows the gradual emergence of the School for Ministry
to respond nimbly to the changing missional landscape before us. As
it develops, the hope of the School is to move further and further
out from its initial location at a busy thoroughfare in Ocean Beach,
California, to partnerships for learning and growth that cross multiple
borders: international ones to the south into Mexico, socio-economic
ones to demographic groups the Episcopal Church historically has
struggled to reach, and burgeoning segments of the population for
whom the current structures of organized religion pose a barrier
rather than an invitation to ponder the deep questions of life.

The vision my colleagues and I share for the School for Minis-
try is all rather utopian, no doubt—a brave new world of theological
educational endeavor. There are many ways that the project already
falls short in missionally engaging the world around it. Yet, the im-
pediments to the attempt to live into a missional model for theologi-
cal education are not institutional nor financial; they are not tied to
institutional survival nor to any set of preexistent vested interests.
They are simply the challenges that face organized religion in twenty-
first century America: people are moving on. People are decreasingly
inclined to think of an institution of a mainline church as a source
for spiritual growth and intellectual discovery. Indeed, as the rise of
the not-religiously-affiliated illustrates, in the global north this is a
challenge not only for theological education but for the church as a
whole.41

Yet, with this challenge the future of theological education is
brimming with possibilities for new expressions of how we might draw
out talk about God from one another. The access to knowledge and to
dialogue about that knowledge that the digital age continues to open
up for segments of the population hitherto excluded from such discov-
ery and debate is vast. While the future of the traditional residential
seminary remains uncertain, beyond them the myriad of possibilities
for theological learning and dialogue offer those who are interested
in the long-term vitality of theological education great cause for hope,
both within and beyond the classroom walls.